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Catch 22 MAT and Independent Schools 
  

Education Intent Statement 
  

  
Catch22’s Vision:   

To deliver better social outcomes through transforming public  service through  
the 3Ps:   
  

Place   
S upporting people to find, retain, transition safely into homes and communities   

  

Purpose     
Working with people to achieve their purpose in education, employment or training   

  

People   
B uilding networks of people around  individuals   
  
  

Our Education Mission:   

To enable young people to progress and succeed in sustained education,  
training or employment.   

  
We do this through engaging young  people   positively with their  purpose  through learning  
and future life aspirations. All ou r  pupil s achieve positive outcomes, thrive and enjoy a quality  
education that is delivered by skilled, passionate  people   with high expectations in a  place   that  
is safe, high quality and appropriate.    

  
  

Our schools cater for young people aged 4 - 16  who are outside of mainstream education,  
many of whom   have troubled and challenging backgrounds. We embody our vision in all we  
do to ensure our  pupils   are supported fully to achieve these goals.   

  
  

Our  E ducation al  I ntent:   
  Evidenced in  

this policy?   
Brilliant basics, magic moments   

   Support pupils to gain academic qualifications, experiences and the skills  
needed to move successfully to the next stage in life.   

   Provide a values - based curriculum, working with pupils  to build their  
spiritual, moral, social and cultural capital and personal development   

Relationships beat structures   
   Treat pupils as individuals and help them to build bright futures in both  

their personal and professional lives   
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Things about you, built with   you, are for you   
   Understand pupils’ unique needs and help them overcome their barriers to  

learning   

   Engage  pupils   with a broad and rich curriculum so they can realise their  
ambitions   

   Make our pupils’ voices heard and harness participation to benefit pupils   
and help our schools to improve.   

             
Unleash Greatness   

   Have high aspirations for our pupils so they leave us prepared for life in  
modern Britain and the wider world.   

   Instil belief in pupils so they can progress and succeed in education, training  
and   employment   

  
Let robots be robots and humans be human   

   Ensure pupils have a rounded understanding of themselves and the world  
around them.   

   Harness curiosity and nurture a love of learning.   

   Support and protect our pupils to be safe and feel safe online and o ffline.   
  

Incubate, accelerate, amplify   
Embrace the values of ‘Rights Respecting Schools’; helping pupils thrive as  
individuals both as members of their school and the wider community .   
  

  
X   
  
   
  
  
   
  
  
  
X   
  
X   
  
  
  
   
  
  
X   
   
  
  
Articles 2, 5, 12,  
13 ,  ,  28 29 , 34   
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1. 
  What is the policy about?   

Catch 22 believe that relationship and sex education makes an essential contribution to  
every student’s health, wellbeing and preparation for adult life in society. It is an integral  
part of the  PSHE/Citizenship programme under the umbrella of the Healthy Schools Scheme.   

The aims of relationships and sex education (RSE)  at The Fen Rivers Academy  are to:   

  Provide a framework in which sensitive discussions can take place   

  Prepare pupils for puberty, a nd give them an understanding of sexual development and  
the importance of health and hygiene   

  Help pupils develop feelings of self - respect, confidence and empathy   

  Create a positive culture around issues of sexuality and relationships   

  Teach pupils the correc t vocabulary to describe themselves and their bodies   

  

2. 
  Who does this policy apply to?   

This policy is for  L GB,  trustees , commissioners, local authorities,  Headteacher , teaching  

staff, parents carers and pupils     

  

3. 
  Policy requirements   

This policy adheres to the   statutory guidance from the Department for Education (DfE)   as  
published in section 403 of the Education Act 1996. In addition, we must provide  
relationships   within our Primary School curriculum   and   provide relationships and   sex   
education to all pupils as  per section 34 of the  Children and Social work act 2017 .   
  
Policy development.     
  
This policy has been developed in consultation with staff, pupils and parents. The  
consultation a nd policy development process involved the following steps:   

1.   Review  –   C22 SLT, in discussion with learning leads and CLLs reviewed  
guidance and requirements   
  

2.   Staff consultation  –   all school staff were given the opportunity to look at the  
policy and make rec ommendations   
  

3.   Parent/stakeholder consultation  –   parents and any interested parties  are  
given the proposed policy in advance and offered the opportunity to given  
any feedback they may wish.   
  

4.   Pupil consultation  –   we investigated what exactly pupils want from   their RSE   
  

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2017/16/section/34/enacted
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2017/16/section/34/enacted
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2017/16/section/34/enacted
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5.   Ratification  –   once amendments were made, the policy was shared w ith the  
trustees and  LGB   and ratified   

  
Curriculum and delivery   

Our curriculum is set out as per Appendix 1 but we may need to adapt it as and when  
necessary.   

We have developed the   curriculum in consultation with parents, pupils and staff, taking into  
account the age, needs and feelings of pupils. If pupils ask questions outside the scope of  
this policy, teachers will respond in an appropriate manner, so they are fully informed and  
don’t seek answers online from potentially untrustworthy sources.   

  

RSE is taught within the personal, social, health and economic (PSHE) education curriculum.  
Biological aspects of RSE are taught within the science curriculum,  and other asp ects are  
include d in humanities and  religious education (RE).     

  

At primary, sex education is not compulsory and we do not deliver sex education outside  
what is in the Science curriculum which covers factual information on reproduction and  
puberty. Relationships education  focuses on teaching the fundamental building blocks and  
characteristics of positive relationships including:   

  Families and people who care for me   

  Caring friendships   

  Respectful relationships   

  Online relationships   

  Being safe   

  

At secondary,  RSE focuses on  giving young people the information they need to help them  
develop healthy, nurturing relationships of all kinds including:   

  Families   

  Respectful relationships, including friendships   

  Online and media   

  Being safe   

Intimate and sexual relationships, including se xual health   

These areas of learning are taught within the context of family life taking care to ensure that  
there is no stigmatisation of children based on their home circumstances (families can  
include single parent families, LGBT parents, families headed   by grandparents, adoptive  
parents, foster parents/carers amongst other structures) along with reflecting sensitively  
that some children may have a different structure of support around them.   

For details of our RSE curriculum, please see appendices.    
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With drawal   

Parents do not have the right to withdraw their children from relationships education or  
from statutory science curriculum covering aspects of sex education.   

  

At secondary school age, p arents  do  have the right to withdraw their children from the  non - 
statutory (science) components of sex education within RSE   up to  and until 3 terms before  
the child turns 16. After this point, if the child wishes to receive sex education rather than  
being withdrawn, the school will arrange this.   

  

Requests for withdr awal should be put in writing using the form found in Appendix 3 of this  
policy and addressed to the  Headteacher . The  Headteacher   will discuss the request with  
parents and take appropriate action. A copy of withdrawal requests will be placed in the  
pupil’s   educational record .   

  

Alternative work will be given to pupils who are withdrawn from sex education.   

  

Assessment   

Pupils   will be assessed by our usual internal assessment systems.   

  

Implementing and monitoring   

The LGB/board have approved this policy and will hold the headteacher to account for its  
implementation.    

The headteacher will manage parental requests for withdrawal and ensure that RSE is  
delivered effectively and sensitively.   

Delivery staff are responsi ble for    

  Delivering RSE in a sensitive way   

  Modelling positive attitudes to RSE   

  Monitoring progress   

  Responding to the needs of individual pupils   

  Responding appropriately to pupils whose parents wish them to be withdrawn from the  
non - statutory   components of  RSE   

The staff who deliver RSE at this school are   class teachers and additional inventions (and  
thoughts, worries, feelings) with advocate staff  –   including pre - planned conversations  
with parents and never ad hoc.    

Staff do not have the right to opt out of teaching RSE. Staff who have concerns about  
teaching RSE are encouraged to discuss this with the  Headteacher .   
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Coverage of the RSE curriculum will be recorded and monitored on Gridmaker (tracking  
system) and pupil’s   progress with their learning and their engagement will be by our  
internal assessment system.    

Delivery will be monitored b y  Mr Thompson, Curriculum Lead,   through  regular observations  
and evidence in PSHE books.   

The policy will be reviewed annually by C22  SLT,  Headteacher   and delivery staff then ratified  
by the  board .   

  

4. 
  Definitions   

RSE  ( relationships and sex education)  is about the emotional, social and cultural  
development of pupils, and involves learning about relationships, sexual health, sexuality,  
healthy lifestyles, diversity and personal identity.    

RSE involves a combination of sharing  knowledge   and exploring issu es and values.    

RSE is not about the promotion of sexual activity.   

  

5. 
  Related policies   

Safeguarding policy   

KCSIE   

Equality and diversity policy   

Equality Act 2010 (advice for schools)   

PSHE policy   

Curriculum policy   

SMSC policy   

  

  

6. 
  Appendices   
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Appendix   2:  By the end of   Primary   school   pupils should know   

TOPIC   PUPILS SHOULD KNOW   

Families and  
people who care  
about me   

   T hat families are important for children growing up  because they   can gi ve love, security and stability   

   T he characteristics of healthy  family life, commitment to each  other, including in times of difficulty, protection and care for   children  
and other family members, the importance of spending   time together   a nd sharing each other’s lives   

   T hat others’ families, either in school or in the wider world,   sometimes look different from their family, but that they should   respect  
those differences and know that other children’s families   are also characte rised by love a nd care   

   T hat stable, caring relationships, which may be of different types,   are at the heart of happy families, and are important for children’s   
security as they grow up   

   That marriage   represents  a formal and legally recognised  commitment of two people to e ac h other which is intended to be lifelong   

   H ow to recognise if family rel ationships are making them feel  unhappy or unsafe, and how to see k help or advice from others if  
needed   

Caring  
friendships   

   H ow important friendships are in m aking us feel happy and secure,  and how people choose   and make friends   

   T he characteristics of friends hips, including mutual respect,  truthfulness, trustworthiness, loyalt y, kindness, generosity, trust,  sharing  
interests and experience s and support with  problems and difficulties   

   T hat healthy friendships are   positive and welcoming towards  others, and do not make  others feel lonely or excluded   

   T hat most friendships have up s and downs, and that these can  often be worked through so that the   friendship is repa ired or even  
strengthened, and that resorting t o violence is never right   

   H ow to recognise who to trust and   who not to trust, how to judge  when a friendship is making them   feel unhappy or uncomfortable,  
managing conflict, how to man age these situations and  how to  seek help o r advice from others, if needed   
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TOPIC  PUPILS SHOULD KNOW  

Respectful 
relationships  • The importance of respecting others, even when they are very different from them (for example, physically, in character, 

personality or backgrounds), or make different choices or have different preferences or beliefs  

• Practical steps they can take in a range of different contexts to improve or support respectful relationships   The 

conventions of courtesy and manners  
• The importance of self-respect and how this links to their own happiness  
• That in school and in wider society they can expect to be treated with respect by others, and that in turn they should show due 

respect to others, including those in positions of authority  

• About different types of bullying (including cyberbullying), the impact of bullying, responsibilities of bystanders (primarily reporting 

bullying to an adult) and how to get help  

• What a stereotype is, and how stereotypes can be unfair, negative or destructive  
• The importance of permission-seeking and giving in relationships with friends, peers and adults  

Online 
relationships  • That people sometimes behave differently online, including by pretending to be someone they are not  

• That the same principles apply to online relationships as to face-to face relationships, including the importance of respect for 

others online including when we are anonymous  

• The rules and principles for keeping safe online, how to recognise risks, harmful content and contact, and how to report them  
• How to critically consider their online friendships and sources of information including awareness of the risks associated with 

people they have never met  

• How information and data is shared and used online  
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Being safe  
• What sorts of boundaries are appropriate in friendships with peers and others (including in a digital context)  
• About the concept of privacy and the implications of it for both children and adults; including that it is not always right to keep 

secrets if they relate to being safe  

• That each person’s body belongs to them, and the differences between appropriate and inappropriate or unsafe physical, and 
other, contact  

• How to respond safely and appropriately to adults they may encounter (in all contexts, including online) whom they do not know  
• How to recognise and report feelings of being unsafe or feeling bad about any adult  
• How to ask for advice or help for themselves or others, and to keep trying until they are heard  
• How to report concerns or abuse, and the vocabulary and confidence needed to do so  
• Where to get advice e.g. family, school and/or other sources  
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Appendix 2: By the end of Secondary 

school pupils should know  
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TOPIC  PUPILS SHOULD KNOW  

Families   

• That there are different types of committed, stable relationships  
• How these relationships might contribute to human happiness and their importance for bringing up children  
• What marriage is, including their legal status e.g. that marriage carries legal rights and protections not available to couples who 

are cohabiting or who have married, for example, in an unregistered religious ceremony  

• Why marriage is an important relationship choice for many couples and why it must be freely entered into  
• The characteristics and legal status of other types of long-term relationships  
• The roles and responsibilities of parents with respect to raising of children, including the characteristics of successful parenting  
• How to: determine whether other children, adults or sources of information are trustworthy: judge when a family, friend, intimate 
or other relationship is unsafe (and to recognise this in others’ relationships); and, how to seek help or advice, including reporting 
concerns about others, if needed  

Respectful 
relationships, 
including 
friendships  

• The characteristics of positive and healthy friendships (in all contexts, including online) including: trust, respect, honesty, 

kindness, generosity, boundaries, privacy, consent and the management of conflict, reconciliation and ending relationships. This 

includes different (non-sexual) types of relationship  

• Practical steps they can take in a range of different contexts to improve or support respectful relationships  
• How stereotypes, in particular stereotypes based on sex, gender, race, religion, sexual orientation or disability, can cause 

damage (e.g. how they might normalise non-consensual behaviour or encourage prejudice)  

• That in school and in wider society they can expect to be treated with respect by others, and that in turn they should show due 

respect to others, including people in positions of authority and due tolerance of other people’s beliefs  

• About different types of bullying (including cyberbullying), the impact of bullying, responsibilities of bystanders to report bullying 

and how and where to get help  

• That some types of behaviour within relationships are criminal, including violent behaviour and coercive control  
• What constitutes sexual harassment and sexual violence and why these are always unacceptable  
• The legal rights and responsibilities regarding equality (particularly with reference to the protected characteristics as defined in 
the  
Equality Act 2010) and that everyone is unique and equal  
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TOPIC   PUPILS SHOULD KNOW   

Online and  
media   

   T heir rights, responsibilities and oppor tunities online, including that  the same expectations of behaviour apply in all contexts ,  
including online   

   A bout online risks, includin g tha t any material someone provides  to another has the potential to be s hared online and the difficulty  of  
removing potentially comp romising material placed online   

   N ot to provide material to others that   they would not want shared  further and not to share  personal   material which is sent to them   

   W hat to do and where to get suppo rt to report material or manage issues online   

   T he im pact of viewing harmful content   

   T hat specifically sexually explicit m aterial e.g. pornography  presents a distorted picture of se xual behaviours, can damage the  way  
people see themselves in re lation to others and negatively  affect how they   behave towards sexual partners   

   T hat sharing and viewing indecent images of children   including  ( those created by children) is a   criminal offence w hich carries  
severe penalties including jail   

   H ow information and data is g enerated, collected, shared and used online   

Being safe      T he concepts of, and laws relating to, sexual consent, sexua l  exploitation, abuse, groomi ng, coercion, harassment, rape,  domestic  
abuse, forced marr iage, honour - based violence and  FGM, and how these can affect c urrent and future relationships   

   H ow people can actively communi cate and recognise consent from  others, including sexual consen t, and how and when consent  
can  be withd rawn (in  all contexts, including online)   
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TOPIC   PUPILS SHOULD KNOW   

Intimate and  
sexual  
relationships,  
including sexual  
health   

   H ow to recognise the characte ristics and positive aspects of  healthy one - to - one intimate rela tionships, which include mutual  
respect, consent, loyalty, tru st, sh ared interests and outlook, sex and friendship   

   T hat all aspects of health can be a ffected by choices they make in  sex and relationships, positivel y or negatively, e.g. physical,  
emotional, mental, sexual and re productive health and wellbeing   

   T he fact s about reproductive heal th, including fertility and the  potential impact of lifestyle   on fertility for men and women   

   T hat there are a range of strategies for identifying and managin g  sexual pressure, including underst anding peer pressure, resisting  
pressu re and not pressurising others   

   T hat they have a choice to delay s ex or to enjoy intimacy without sex   

   T he facts about the full range of  contraceptive choices, efficacy  and optio ns available   

   T he facts around  pregnancy including miscarriage   

   T hat there are  choices in relation t o pregnancy (with medically and  legally accurate, impartial inform ation on all options, including  
keeping the baby, adoption, abortion and where to get  further help)   

   H ow the different sexually transmitt ed infections (STIs), including  H IV/AIDs, are transmitted, how ri sk can be reduced through safer  
sex (including through condom   use) and the importance of and facts about testing   

   A bout the prevalence of some ST Is, the impact they can have on  those who contract them   and key facts about treatment   

   H ow the use of alcohol and   drugs can lead to risky sexual behaviour   

   H ow to get further advice, in cluding how and where to access c onfidential sexual and reproduct ive health advice and treatment   
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Annex 1: Equality Impact Assessment   
  

1 .  Summary   

This EIA is for:   Relationships and sex education   Policy   

EIA completed by:   Head of quality of education   

Date of assessment:    July  2020 28   

Assessment approved by:   Education SLT   

  
Catch22 is committed to always: avoiding the potential for unlawful discrimination,  

harassment and victimisation; advancing equality of opportunity between people who share  

a protected characteristic and those who do not; and, foster good relations between   people  

who share a protected characteristic and those who do not.   

An Equality Impact Assessment (EIA) is a tool for identifying whether or not strategies,  

projects, services, guidance, practices or policies have an adverse or positive impact on a  

particul ar group of people or equality group. Whil st   currently only public bodies are legally  

required to complete EIA’s   under the Equality Act 2010 , Catch22 has adopted the process in  

line with its commitment to continually improve our equality performance.   

  

Policy owners are required to complete or review the assessment indicating whether the  

policy has a positive, neutral or negative impact for people who it applies to and who share  

one or more of the 9 protected characteristics under the Equality Act 2010.   

Definitions are based on the Equality & Human Rights (EHRC) guidance.     

  

Objectives and intended outcomes   

  

This EIA has been completed in order to ensure that the implications and potential  

impact, positive and negative, of  this   policy have been fully con sidered and addressed,  

whether or not  people   share a protected characteristic.     
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